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In recent years, tourism has become a fashion favorite of entertainment and
leisure for citizens, and the tourism industry has witnessed a great prosperity,
becoming an important point of national economy.However, with the unprecedented
booming in tourism industry, the number of travel contract dispute cases increased
fast.The reasons lie in the late emerged of China’s tourism industry, which has weak
legislative foundation and lack of a series of perfect professional standard and sound
law enforcement mechanism.Based on current situation, this paper discusses the
tourism operator’s legal liability, for whom has predominate in tourism activities, to
provide theoretical basis to solve travel contract disputes and perfect tourism
legislation.
This paper consists of four parts. The first chapter is the definition of travel
contract. Through the discussion of domestic and foreign tourism legislative and
academic experiences, define the concepts of travel contract and tourism operator, and
elaborate the nature of travel contract, legal characteristics, and the legal situation of
tourism operators.
The second chapter analyses the issues of tourism operators’ legal liability in
China. Firstly, the reasons and the status quo of travel contract disputes is elucidated,
and then introduces the legal responsibilities such as contracting negligence and
tortious liability that should be taken by tourism operators in our country present
legislation stipulation, and the end of this chapter indicates the deficiencies of tourism
operators’ legal liability.
The third chapter is the introduction of extraterritorial investigation on tourism
operators' legal liability, which mainly points out some advanced legislative
experiences of tourism operators’ legal liability in continental law system and
common law system countries.
The fourth chapter is about four suggestions on how to improve and perfect the
tourism operators’ legal liability, including the modification of the tourism operators'














spiritual damage of travel contract, the creation of the compensation system for waste
of time of travel contract, and the restrictions on the tourism operators' legal liability,
which present the emphases and innovations of this paper.
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